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$1. INTRODUCTION 
A COMPACT complex manifold M of complex dimension 2 is called an elliptic surface if it is 
fibered over a Riemann surface S with general fiber an elliptic curve, i.e. a 2-torus T’. It may 
admit certain singular fibers, see [2]. 
In this paper we will consider elliptic surfaces as a special type of smooth (real) 
4-manifolds and study their diffeomorphism types. 
We assume three conditions on their fibering structures: 
(I) no fiber contains an exceptional curve of the first kind; 
(2) at least one singular fiber exists; 
(3) there are no multiple singular fibers. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let q5i: Mi --) Si(i = 1, 2) be elliptic surfaces satisfying conditions (l)-(3). 
Then there exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism f: MI --) M2 if and only if 
g(S,) = g(S,) and e(M1) = e(M,), where g(S) and e(M) denote the genus of the base space S 
and rhe Euler number of the total space M, respectively. 
Here a complex manifold is oriented by the canonical orientation. 
Theorem 1.1 is an extension of Kas’ theorem [1] which deals with the case g(S) = 0. 
Moishezon [S] gave an alternative, differential topological proof to Kas’ theorem, by 
introducing the notion of Lefschetz fibrations of tori. In this paper we will follow his 
approach. 
DEFINITION 1.2 ( [8, p. 1621). Let M and S be compact oriented (generally, not necessariiy 
closed) smooth manifolds of dimensions 4 and 2, respectively. We say that a smooth map 
q5: M + S is a Lefschetz fibration of tori (or heresimply, a Lefschetz fibration) if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) ?A4 = c$-‘(SS); 
(b) there is a finite set of points x1, x2, . . . , x, E S - I?S (called critical values) such that 
$I&‘(S-(x,, . . ,x,).):~$-~(S-{x~,:. . ,x,j)+S-{x1,. . .,x,) is a smooth fiber 
bundle withfiber the 2-torus T2; 
(c) for each i (1 2 i % n), Hz (c#I- ’ (xi); Z) z Z and there exists a single point pi E q5- ‘(Xi) 
such that 
(i) (d$), is an epimorphism for any PE +- ‘(xi) - {pi}, 
(ii) about pi (resp. xi), there exist local complex coordinates zl, ~2 with zl (pi) = ~2 (pi) = 0 
(resp. local complex coordinate < n.ith <(xi) = 0), so that 4 is locallp M,ritten as < = $(zl, z2) 
=- - -1-2, 
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Fig. 1. 
We call a fiber $- l(x) a singular fiber if XE {xi, . . , , x,} or else a general fiber (2 T2). 
The orientation of a fiber is canonically determined by the orientations of iM and S. A 
singular fiber C#J- I (Xi) is easily seen to be a smoothly immersed 2-sphere with a transverse self- 
intersection point pi of sign + 1 (Fig. 1). 
In the case of elliptic surfaces, this is called a singular fiber of rype II, [2]. 
Elliptic surfaces and Lefschetz fibrations are linked as follows: 
THEOREM (Kas [l], Moishezon [8]). Let 4: M + S be an elliptic surface satisfying 
conditions (l)-(3) above. Then without affecting the difjeomorphism type of M we can dejbrm the 
analytic fiber space 4: M + S into 4’: M’ + S’ in which every singular fiber is of type I,. 
Hereafter we will restrict our attention to Lefschetz fibrations. The above theorem 
justifies this. In fact, Theorem 1.1 will be a corollary to a classification theorem of Lefschetz 
fibrations (Theorem 5.2). 
Let 4: M ---f S be a Lefschetz fibration with critical values {xi, . . , x,}. We l?x a base 
point xeES-{xi,. . . , xn> and an orientation basis (ei, ez)EHi(#-‘(x0)) z Z@Z. 
If L: ([O, 11, 0, 1) -+ (S- {xi, . . . , x,,}, x0, x0) is a loop based at x0, then, as usual, the 
monodromy matrix is associated with the homotopy class of L. The assignment [L] + A gives 
a map 
p: x,(S- {Xi, . . . , X”}, x0 I--) SL (2, Z). 
We remark that in order to make p a homomorphism rather than an anti-homomorphism 
we must consider monodromy acting on Hi ($-‘(x0)) from the right (cf. [8], [6, $21). This 
convention coincides with the one in Moishezon [S] but differs from the one in [2], [4]. For 
this reason, monodromy matrices here will be the transpose of those in [Z], [4]. We call p the 
monodromy representation associated with the Lefschetz fibration 4: M + S. 
The main part of this paper is devoted to extending Moishezon’s calculation of 
monodromies over a 2-sphere to that over a surface of arbitrary genus. 
Fig. 2. 
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To state our result on global monodromies (Theorem 1.3), we assume that the base space 
S is a closed oriented surface, and draw loops (based at x0) L,, 1Mt, . . . , L,, A$, 
g,, 92,. . . ,gn on S- (xl.. . . , xn) as shown in Fig. 2 (in case g = g(S) = 3). Here gi is 
a loop which goes round the critical value xi once. Obviously there is a relation in 
ni(s-- {Xi, . . ,x,),&J): 
C&t MIlCb, w . . CL w = g1g2 . . gn 
where [X,Y] denotes the commutator X - ‘Y- ‘XY. By the Picard-Lefschetz formula, the 
monodromy matrix p(gi) associated with the loop gi is seen to be conjugate to 
1 0 
[ 1 1 l . See 
C617 L-Q 
THEOREM 1.3. If the set of critical caiues {x,, . , xn} is non-vacuous, there exists un 
orientation preserving homomorphism h: (S - (xl, . . , x, 1, x0) + (S - {x1, . . . , x,), x0) 
such that 
ph(L,)=ph(M,)= . . . =ph(L,)=ph(M,)= :, ; i 1 
This theorem wasconjectured by Mandelbaum and Harper [3],and independently by the 
author [S] (in a weak form). Mandelbaum and Harper announced the theorem for g(S) = 1 
and claimed that an indirect algebro-geometric argument existed provided e(M) > 3g(S), 
[3]. Our method is similar to theirs in spirit, but the author infers, from the rough sketch of 
their proof in case g(S) = 1, that the details are considerably different. 
Theorem 1.3, together with Moishezon’s normalizing theorem of local monodromies [8, 
p. 1801 (see also $4) gives the following corollary. Our classification theorem (5.2) follows 
from this. 
COROLLARY 1.3.1. If‘ the set of critical values {xl, . . , xn) is non-vacuous, then n c 0 
(mod 12) and there exists an orientation preserving horneomorphism h: (S - {x1, . . . , x,>, x0) 
+ (S - {x1, . . . , x,)., x0) such that 
(1) ph(L1) = ph(MI) = . . . = ph(L,) = ph(M,) = :, ‘: [ 1 , 
The results of this paper have been announced in [7]. 
$2. LEIMMAS ON WORDS IN PSL(2, Z) 
It is well-known that SL(2, Z) is generated by two matrices 
A=[: -:]andB=[_: _:I 
andhasrelationsA’=[-,!, _y]=Bz. 
Let 71: SL(2, Z) -+ PSL(2, Z) = SL(2, Z) I{[: :I,[ -A _i]}betheprojectionontothe 
modular group and let a, b denote the images of A, B under TC, respectively. Then PSL(2, Z) 
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has the presentation 
PSL(‘. Z) = (0,61~~ = b’ = 1). 
We will always assume this presentation for PSL(2, Z). 
Each element g of PSL(2. Z) is expressed by a word t,r? I,. where ti = a. a2 or b. 
Moreover, this expression is unique, if the word is reduced. that is, if r 2 1 or else for each 
j(1 5 j 2 r- 1) the set of adjacent letters (rj, fjTli coincides with (a, bj, or (G’. bj. Let 
I(g) denote the length r of the reduced word t1f2 . f, which represents g. 
For a reduced word X = II rz . t, f 1. let f‘(X), e(X) denote the front and end letters: 
f(X) = tl, e(X) = f, (notation in [3]). Also for eachj(1 2 j 5 r). the-sub-word’r, I- . . . tj is 
called thejth sectiorl or simply a sectiotl of X. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let XI, X2, , X, be reduced \cords bvhose product X1X2, . . . X, # 1. 
(Some XiS ~UJ be 1.) Suppose rhat rlfl . . . t, is rhe reduced \vord representing X1 Xi2 . X,. 
Then j>for each sectiotl tlt2 . . fj (1 5 j 5 r) of’ 11f2 . t, we CatI jtd u k(1 5 k 5 m) and CI 
section Y of Xk such that 
(*) t*tz . t, = X,X2 . X_IY 
holds in PSL(2, Z). 
Moreover, if tj = b and k is the smallest among such ks satisf!itzg (*) for the fised j, then 
Y # 1 and e(Y) = b. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1 proceeds by induction on m ( = the number of X,s). The argument is 
elementary. Details will be left to the reader. 
Example. Let X, = a2bab, Xz = bn2bn2bn. Then X,X2 = nbn, and a section c;b of nbn is 
equal to X,Y. where Y = ba’ba’b is the 5th section of X1. 
As we remarked in $1, the monodromy matrix p(gi) corresponding to the loop gi is 1 0 
conjugate to 1 1 . 
[ 1 The latter matrix is equal to ABA. This fact motivates the argument 
below. 
In the rest of this section, gi will denote an element of a group (which is often PSL(2, Z)) 
rather than a loop. 
It is easily proved that if an element g is conjugate to aba and I(g) s 3, then g = a’b, aba or 
ba’. These elements are denoted as follows [S, p. 1801: 
s,, = a’b, si = aba, s2 = ba’. 
Following [S], we say that an element which is conjugate to nba is short if it is one of s,, , sl, 
s2; otherwise it is long. A long g is expressed by a reduced word Q- ’ abaQ, where Q ( f 1) is a 
reduced word with f (Q) = b. Thus r(g) is odd and 2 5. 
DEFINITION 2.2 ([8, p. 2231. Let G be a group, .9” rhe set ofn-triples (gl, g2, . , gn) of 
elements of G. Let i be an integer with 1 5 i 5 n - 1. 
The ith elementary transformation R,: .9’” + .~7~ is u mnp defined by 
Ri(gl* . . 3 gi-19 git gi-1, gi-2, . . . 7 gn) 
= (Sl>. . . ,9i-1,9i+1,Si-t119i9i+1,9‘-2,. 79”). 
The ith inverse transformation R-‘: Sp, + 9’” is defined b), 
Ri-‘(g,, . . .,Si-l,Si,Si;l,Si-2,...,gn) 
= (Sl, . . 3 9i-13 SiSi+tSi-l. Si> giT23 > gn). 
Both Ri and Ri- ’ are often called elementar\. transfbrmntions. 
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An elementary transformation does not change the product g,g2 . g,, 
Livne proved the following [8, p. 225]: 
THEOREM (Livne). Ler gl, g2. . g, (E PSL (2. Z)) be conjugares of‘ aba such char 
g1g2 . gn = 1. Then bj. successice applicariotl of elemenrar)~ transfbrmarions, rhe n-rrcple 
(Sl, f . . , gn) can be transfbrmed to an n-cup/e (h,, , 11,) wirh each h, shorr. 
We will deduce two useful lemmas (Lemmas 2.4, 2.5) which are essentially contained in 
the proof of Livne’s theorem [S, pp. 225-2301 and can be proved ~vichortc assuming 
g1g2 . . g” = I. 
DEFINITIOS 2.3. Let g be conjugare to aba. The principal section of g is 
I 
Q-lab, ij’g is long arui is expressed by a reduced bvord Q- ‘abaQ, 
a’b, if‘ g = sO = a’b, 
ab, if g = s1 = aba, 
b, if g = s2 = ba’. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let gl, gz, . . , gn be conjugates ofaba. Assume that for all i (1 s i 5 n - 1) 
we hate 
~(gigiil) 2 max (~(SiL ItSi-1)). - 
Then the principal section of g1 is a section of’ rhe reduced brord represerlting rhe product 
g1g2 . . . gn. In particular, glg2 gn # 1. 
In other words, the principal section of g1 remains ‘untouched’ in the reduced word of the 
product g1g2 . . . g.. 
Proof. Let riiV 1 2 .‘. r$, be the reduced word representing g,, where t)” = a, a2 or b. We 
can define integers ,u(i) (2 2 i s n, 1 5 ,a(i) 5 k(i)), v(i)(l s i 5 II- 1, 1 s v(i) 5 k(i)) and 
elements ri = 1, a or a2 (1 5 i 5 H - l), without ambiguity, so that for each i(1 5 i 5 n - l), 
the word 
(i-11 tt- 1) -11 
f’{‘fQ’. . fl;‘i,ril,,i~l,tr,,tl)tl . fL,i,l, 
is reduced and represents gigiT 1. Set p(l) = 1, v(n) = k(n) and r, = 1. Then Livne [S, 
pp. 225-2283 showed that 
and that 
p(i) 2 v(i) for each i(1 2 i 2 11) 
x:= fJ (c;;i,r;:o_, . f\!,li,)r, 
i=l 
is the reduced word representing the product g,g, g,,. 
Let us consider the three cases below. 
Case (1). g1 = Ql’abaQ, or aba. 
If the central b were cancelled out in the reduced word of g1g2, then we would have 
/(g,g,) < I(g2) contradicting the assumption. Thus the b is not cancelled in glgl and by the 
definition of ~(1) we have Y( 1) 1 (k( 1) + 1). 2. This implies that the principal section Q;’ ab 
or ab is a section of X. 
Case (2). g1 = a’b. 
If the reduced word representing gz were of the form ba’Y (E = 1 or 2). then we ivould 
have !(glg2) = i(a”‘Y) < l(g2), a contradiction. Thus the reduced kvord of g2 is a’bY 
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and the product gig? = (a26)(a’bY) is reduced. This means that v(1) = 2, and a26 is a 
section of X. 
Case (3). gi = ba*. 
Since v(1) 2 1 (by Livne), the principal section b is a section of X. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let gl, g2, . . . , gn be conjugates of aba. Assume that there exists an i (1 5 i 
S n - 1) such that 
1bi9i+l) < max(kh), lkli+l))~ 
Then by successive application of elementary transformations, the n-tuple (gl, grl . . . , gn) 
can be transformed to an n-tuple (h,, h2, . . . , h,) for which either (i) or (ii) holds: 
0) iFl l(h) < 1 l(Si) or 
i=l 
(ii) each hi is short. 
Moreover, if(ii) holds, thefirst 2 elements (h,, h2) can be made any of the three pairs (so, s2), 
(s2, %)v bl, so). 
This is just a reformulation of what Livne proved in [S, pp. 228-2301. We will not repeat 
the argument. 
93. ELEIMENTARY HOMEOIMORPHIS~~~S 
Let S be an oriented closed surface, {xi, . . . x,} a set of n-points of S, and X,ES 
- (x1, . . . , x,} a fixed base point. In this section we will list up ‘elementary homeomorph- 
isms’: (S-(x1,. . . ,x,}, x0)-’ (S-(x1, . . , x,}, x0), of which the homeomorphism of 
Theorem 1.3 will be composed. First we fix a configuration of loops Co = (L,, 
Ml,. . . , L,, M,; g,, g,, . . . , gn) as in Fig. 2, and will describe these homeomorphisms by 
showing the images of Co under the homeomorphisms. (Here the bold-faced letters indicate 
that throughout the argument hese particular loops will be fixed as a reference frame.) 
The elementary homeomorphisms are divided into three classes, which we call local braids, 
global braids and Dehn twists. 
Local braids ei, E; ‘, 1 5 i s n - I. (See [S].) 
The homeomorphisms si, E;’ do not change the loops Li, Mi, . . . , L,, M,. and map 
(Si* . . . , gn) in the way shown in Fig. 3. 
l ’ &j-b_-& 
Fig. 3. 
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&lore algebraically, we have 
si(gr* ’ * gt* gi-1. . 1 gn) := (E,(gl). . a E,(gt), E,(gi+l), . 3 Ei(gn)) 
___ 
333 
as elements of TC, (S - 
Similarly we have 
EimL(gl*. . 3 &,&+I+ . . v &1) 
= kl,. . vgigi+lgi -‘v gi3. . , gn). 
Therefore, &i (or si_ ‘) induces the ith elementary transformation Ri (or R; ‘) on the n- 
tuple (gl, gz7 . . , g,). 
Considered as homeomorphisms of S to itself, ~~ and E; ’ are isotopic to the identity. They 
are associated to Artin’s braids of n-strings. 
g2 
Global braids _Yi. ,K,, Uj, Ai, 1 2 i s g. 
The homeomorphism 2’i transforms the configuration CO = (L,, MI, . , L,, tM,; g,, 
. . . ) g,,) into the configuration pi of Fig. 4. 
Thus algebraically we have as elements of rr, (S - {x1, . . . , x,j, x0) 
Yi(LI, MI, . t Li, lviv . . . 1 Lgt Mg; gl, gzt . . 2 gn) 
= (Lr, lMr, . . . ) LiT *Ii, . 3 Lo, l”g; g2, . 7 gn, gl), 
where gI is a certain conjugate of g, and Li = Li[Mi_,, Li_,] . . [M,, L,] 
gt[Lr, Ml] [Li-I, Mi-,]. 
The homeomorphism JZi transforms CO into the configuration Jk’i(Ce) of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 4 
Fig. 5. 
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Thus we have 
,Ki(Li, Mi, . 9 Li, 31~9 . . > Lg. *I,; gi, g2,. . . 3 g,) 
= (L,, M,, . , Li, SIi, . . , Lq, >Ig; g,, . . 3 &I> ii), 
where gi is a conjugate or g, and sli = MiL,[~li_,, Li_,] [&Ii. Li]g,[Li, M,] 
. . . [Li- 11 Mi- i]L;‘. 
The homeomorphism _$? I transforms CO into the configuration Y I(C,) of Fig. 6. (This 
figure could be simplified by isotopy, but we prefer this for the sake of convenience in 
calculating pi .) 
We have 
yiI(Li, Ml,. . 9 Li, &Ii,. . * 3 Lq, Mg; gl, g2,. . . 9 a) 
= (L,, MI,. . , Li* h-Ii* . . 9 Lg, w; Sly g.2 9 . . . 9 &I), 
where gi is a conjugate of gi and L, = MiLi[Mi-1, Li-i] . . . [Mi, L,]g;‘[Li, IM,] 
. . . [L~-I.Mi-l]Lil~I;‘Li. 
Finally the homeomorphism _//I transforms CO into the configuration _H;(C,) of Fig. 7. 
(This could be simplified again.) 
Fig.6. 
Fig. 7 
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Fig. 8 
We have 
Jltj(Lr, Ml,. . . 7 L, Mi,. . . 3 Lgv Mg; gl* g2,. . . 1 &I) 
= (LI, MI, . . 7 Li, lqi, . . . 7 Lg, Mg; 81, g,t . . . 9 &)v 
where 81 is a conjugate of g, and I~i = L;’ MiLi[Mi_ 1, Li_,] . . [MI, Lr]g;‘[Lr. Jl,] 
. . . [Li-1, Mi-r][Li, Mi]. 
Considered as homeomorphisms of S to itself, _Yi, JY~, _Y f, ,tli are isotopic to the identity. 
They are associated to ‘global braids’ of Scott, [9]. 
Dehn twists. D(Li), D(L;‘), D(~~i), D(M;‘), 1 s i 5 9. 
These are the Dehn twists along the loops Li, Mi or their inverses. For example D(Li) 
transforms Li, Mi as shown in Fig. 8. 
ThusD(Li),D(L;‘),D(Mi),D(M;‘)donotchangeLr,Mr,. . . ,Lg,Mg,gr,gz,. . ,g, 
but the following are exceptions: 
D(Li) changes Mi into LiMi, 
D(L; ‘) changes Mi into L; ’ Mi, 
D(Mi) changes Li into MiLi and 
D(M,T’) changes Li into Mi_‘Li. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Let I$: M + S be a Lefschetz fibration with a non-vacuous set of singular loci 
{Xl,. . . , xn}. We are assuming that S is a closed surface. Choose a base point .QE S 
-{xl, . ., x,} and an ordered basis (e,, e2) of H, (4-l (x0)), and fix them. Also fix a 
configuration of loops C,, = (L,, MI, , L,, M,; g,, . . , gn) as in Fig. 2. 
Let JY be the mapping class group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms h: 
(S-(x, )..., xn},xo)+(S-{X1,. . . , xn}, x0). Then the totality Y of the isotopy classes of 
configurations which somehow look like C,, is parametrized by &, that is. .Y 
= {h(C,)lhE.q. 
Let us define a righr action of _,zY on 9, by the rule 
Y x JN 3 (h(C,),h’) + hh’(C,)E Y. 
For C = h(Co)e Y and h’E&!, we will denote hh’(&) by (C)h’ to distinguish it from the 
usual (left) action h’(C) = h’h(C,,). 
Ofcourse this distinction between the right and left action is not essential, because ifC’ is 
obtained from C = h(C,) by making h’ act from the right, then C’ is obtained from C by 
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making hh’h-’ act from the left as well: (C)h’ = hh’h-i(C). However. the right action has an 
advantage in calculating the action of elementary homeomorphisms on rtl (S - {x1, . , x.1, 
x0 ). 
Suppose C = h(C,) = (L,, Mi, . . , L,, Mg; gl, . . ) gn) be a configuration as Fig. 2 and 
we have an elementary homeomorphism, say, Y1. Remember that the elementary 
homeomorphisms were defined with respect to a fixed Co. Thus it is not easy to express 
-Yp2(&), . . . , Yz (iugX 22(gi), . . . , Yz(gn) in terms of LI, . . , .U,, 91, . . , gn. But we 
can do it for (L1)6p2,. . . , (1&)9’~, (gl)Yipz,. . , (g,JiPl. 
We have 
(L,)Yip, = (h(Li))U, = hcY2(Li) = II(b) = Li(i # 2), 
(Mi)Yl = iMi. (gi)-Yp = gi+ L(l 5 i 5 n- 1) and (gn)Yl = 81 (a conjugate of gi). 
Thus formally we have the same formulae as for Y1 (CO). The same remark applies to the 
other elementary homeomorphisms. 
In what follows we use the same notation L, for instance, to denote a loop on 
S-(x1,. . . , xn] based at x0 and the element rip(L)) of PSL(2, Z) associated to Las well, here 
p: rri (5 - {xi, . . , x,), x0) -+ SL(2, Z) being the monodromy representation and 
n: SL(2, Z) + PSL(2, Z) the quotient map. Thus I(L) will stand for the length of np(L). 
Now to each configuration C = (L,, Ml,. . , L,, Xi,: gl, . . .g,JE 9, we will attach 
non-negative integers A(C), p(C), j.(C) as follows: 
A(C) = f I(Li)+ i I(Mi), 
i=l i=l 
p(C) = the number of LiS and L1,swhichequaltob,bbeingr;[_: _:I. 
j.(C) = i /(gi). 
i=l 
Let us introduce a lexicographic order to the set of triples, that is, (A’. p’, j.‘) < (A, /?. ;.) if and 
only if (i) A’ < A, (ii) A’ = A, /I’ < /I or (iii) A’ = A, p’ = p, 2.’ < i. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 proceeds by induction on this order. The argument is divided 
into two parts. We will state the result in each part separately; Proposition 4.1 and 4.2. 
The notation “Elem” will denote the subgroup of-/L which is generated by the elementary 
homeomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C = (L,, M,, . , L,, ,C14; gl. . g,) be a cor$glrrariorl E 9. Ij 
9192.. . gn # 1 as an element of PSL(2, Z), then there exisrr a homeotnorphism h’ E Elem such 
that (A(C’), B(C’), j.(C)) c (A(C), j3(C), i.(C)), byhere C’ = (C)h’. 
Proof. There are the following cases to be considered: Case (1) {Cases la, lb;, Case (2). 
Case (1). There exists a j (1 s J’ s n - 1) such thaf 
I(gjSj+l) < max (1(C7j)t r(Clj-l))~ 
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As we remarked in !j2, each gi is a conjugate of aba. According to Lemma 2.5, the n-tuple 
(gi, . . , g,,) can be transformed into (h,, . . , h,) by a composition of elementary 
homeomorphisms Ed, E; ’ (1 s k 5 n - 1) acting from the right, so that one of the two 
statements is true: 
(9 i$, Ithi) < i l(Si) or 
i=l 
(ii) each h, is short. 
If(i) holds, the number E.(C) is reduced without changing A(C), p(C). Thus we may assume 
that (ii) holds. For simplicity, we assume that each gi is short. By Lemma 2.5, we can change 
(sit 92) intO any pair among (so,s2), (s2,s1), (sl,k). 
Recall the relation 
CL,, MI1 CL2> &I . . . C&9 41 = 9192 . . . 9". 
By the assumption gig2 . . . gn # 1, there exists a non-trivial commutator E { [L,, 
MI],. . . , [I.,, Mg] >. Let i be the smallest index with [Li, Mi] # 1 E PSL(2, Z). Fix such i. 
Obviously Li # 1 (ePSL(2, Z)). 
Since [Li, Ml] = . . . = CLi-1, Mi_,] = 1 in PSL(2,Z), we have (Li)Yi 
= List (E PSL (2, Z)), (L,)yi = L, (k # i) and (Mk)yi = Mk. 
Case (la). I( Li) 2 2. 
The reduced word representing Li is of the form 
Xab, Xa’b, Xba or Xba2. 
Accordingly change gi into s2, s2, so or si, and then apply 9i (from the right). Let C’ 
= (L;, M;, . . . , L;, 1vl;;g;, . . ) gb) be the resulting configuration. In each case, one can 
check I(L,I) < I(Li) (and other Ljs and Mjs are unchanged). For example. if Li = Xab, g1 
= s2 = ba2, then /(LI) = I(L,g,) = I(Xab*ba2) = I(X) < I(Li). Thus A(C’) < A(C). 
Case (lb). I(Li) = 1. 
If Li = b,change g1 into s2 = ba2 and apply Yi. Let C’ be theconfiguration obtained. We 
have LI = Ligl = b.ba2 = a2. Thus A(C’) = A(C) and /?(C’) < p(C). 
If Li = a and Mi = bY, then change g1 into so = a2b and apply 44,. We have Li = Ligl 
= a’a2b = b and Mf = Mi = by. Then apply the Dehn twist D(Li). Let C” be the resulting 
configuration. We have LI’ = Li = b, MI’ = L;M; = b. bY = Y, hence A(C”) < A(C’) 
= A(C). 
IfLi = aand Mi = flor a2Y,applyD(Li-‘)orD(Li)according to whether Mi = uYora’Y. 
Then Li = Li and Mf = a2 .czY (or a.a’Y) = Y, hence A(C’) < A(C). 
If Li = a2, then change (gi, g2) into (so, s2) = (a2b, ba2). Apply Yi, then Cis changed into 
C’ = (L,, M,, . . ) L;, Mi, . . . , L,, Mg; g2, , g,, it), where L; = L,g, = a2 .a’b = ab. 
Then apply pi once more. We have C” = (C’)Yi = (L,, M,, . . . , Lf’, Mi, . . , L,, Mg; 
93,. . . > g., @l, i2), where L;’ = Ljg, = ab*ba2 = 1. Thus A(C) < A(C). 
Case (2). For all j, 1 $ j 6 n - 1, we have 
IkIigj+l) 2 maxU(sjX jk?j+l)h 
Let X, U, V, . . . , W be reduced words which may be 1. We say that U V . . . W is a 
partitionofXifX=UV... Wand/(X)=/(U)+/(V)+ . . . +I(W). 
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By Lemma 2.4, the principal section of gi (denoted by ps(g,)) is a section of the reduced 
word representing the product gig2 . . . gn. In other words, gig? . . . g. is expressed by a 
reduced word of the form ps(g,) W (partition). 
From the relation CL,, b1,][L,, M,] . . . [L,, M,] = g,g2 . . . g., we have 
(In this expression, we assume that Li and Mi are reduced words.) By Lemma 2.1, there exists 
an i (1 5 i 5 g) such that one of the following holds; (i) 3 a section Y of Li-’ s.t. 
[L,,1M,]. . . [L,_,,Mi_,]Y=pS(g,), (ii) 3 a section Y Of Mi_’ St. [L,,.Ml]. . . 
[Li_l,Mi_,]L~‘Y=pS(gl), (iii) 3 a section Y Of Li St. [L,,.bI,] . . . 
[Li-l,Mi-l]L~lM~‘Y = pS(gl) or (iv) 1 a section Y Of Mi S.t. [L,,.~Il] . . . 
[Li-1, Mi_I]L;‘M;‘LiY= pS(gl). 
Assume that i is the smallest among such indices, then by Lemma 2.1, Y # 1 and the end 
letter of Yis b: e(Y) = b, because e(ps(g,)) = 6. (See Definition 2.3.) Thus we have I-. = Vb 
(partition), V being a reduced word. 
Let Xi stand for L; ‘, M; I, Li or Mi, and let Ni denote the reduced word rep- 
resenting [Ll, Ml]. . . [Li-1, iMi-l]y [Ll, Ml]. . . [Li-1, Mi-,] Li-l, [L,, .li,] . . . 
[Li_,,Mi_,]Li-‘M;‘or[L,, .Ci,]. .[Li_l,Mi_,]Li-lM~-fLi,accordingtowhether(i), 
(ii), (iii) or (iv) holds above. 
Then since Y is a section of Xi. we have Xi = Y Z = VbZ (partition), Z being a reduced 
word, and by the definition of Y. 
in any case (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv). 
NiY = Ni Vb = ps(g,) 
Recall that gi is conjugate to aba. Thus we can write gi = Q; ‘abuQ,, and ps(g,) 
= Q; ’ ab as elements of PSL(2, Z). (See Definition 2.3.) Here gi may be short, so that Q; ’ ab 
need not be reduced. From Ni Vb = ps(g,) = Q; ‘ab, we have 
Ni = Q;luV-'. 
Let Zi stand for lipi, Ai, UiJli according to whether (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) holds. \ve know 
from $3 that the elementary homeomorphism Ti does not change L,, M,. , L,. .blg but 
with the exception that 
X; := (Xi) Xi = N;’ g; ‘NiXi 
= (Vu2Ql)(Q;1u2bu2Ql)(Q;‘uV-1)(VbZ) 
= vuz. 
If V # 1 (or Z # l), then e(V) = uc (or f(Z) = a’) (E = 1 or 2), because Xi = I,‘bZ is a 
partition. Thus VuZ is nor a partition and /(Xi) < [(Xi). Hence A(C’) < A(C). If V = 1 and 
Z = 1, then Xi = band Xi = a. Hence A(C’) = A(C), /j’(C) < p(C). This completes the proof 
of Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C = (L,, Ml, . . , L,, M,; gl, . . , gn) be u configurutionE Y. If 
g1g2 . g, = 1 (ePSL(2, Z)) and A(C) > 0, then there exists a homeomorphism h’ 5 Elem 
such that (A(C’), /?(C’), ;.(C’)) < (A(C), p(C), j.(C)), where C’ = (C)h’. 
We quote a theorem from [S, p. 1801. 
THEOREM (Livne-Moishezon). Let gl, . . . , g,, E PSL(2, Z) be conjugates of ubu satisfying 
9192 . . . gn = 1. Then n E 0 (mod 2) and there exists u finite sequence of elementur) 
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transformations starting with some elementary transformation of (gl, 92, . . . , gn) such thar if 
(h,, h2, . , h,) is the resulting n-tuple in PSL(2, Z), then for any j = 1, 2 . . , n/2, hz,-l 
= ~1, h,j= S2. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. By Livne-Moishezon, we can change (gi, . . . , gn) into 
(s1, s2, , sl, s2) by a finite sequence of ‘local braids’ si, ei-i, (1 s i 5 n- 1). Since sis2 
= ababa2 has order 3, we have n z 0 (mod 6). Also note that any cyclic permutation of 
(91,. . . 9 g.) is realized as a composition of elementary transformations because gi g2 . . . gn 
= 1. Thus (gi, . . , gn) can be transformed into (So, sl, . . . , s2, sI). The pair (sZ, si) can be 
transformed into any of (si, so), (s,.,, s2). In fact (s2, s,)can be transformed into (si, s;is2s1) 
= (sl, sO) and similarly for (si, se). Thus we may assume that the first two element (h,, hz) of 
(hi, . . , h,) is any of the pairs (sZ, si), (si, se) (s,,, sl). Since A(C) > 0, at least one of the 
elements Li, M,, . . , I.,, Al9 is not the identity 1 EPSL(~, Z). Let Xi be the reduced word 
representing such Li or Mi with the smallest i. (If Li # 1, &fi # 1, we set Xi = Li.) Let ?Zi 
stand for the homeomorphism Yi or Jli according as Xi = Li or Mi. Since the preceding Lj 
and Mi are the identity, 1, we have (. . . , Xi, . .; g,, g2, . . . , g,,) pi = (. . . , Xigl, . . .; 
(129 . . . > gnr 41). 
Case (1). /(Xi) 2 2. 
Change g1 into s2, s2, s0 or si according to whether Xi = Yab, Ya’b, Yba or Yba’ then 
apply xi. Let C’ be the configuration obtained. We have /(Xi) < /(Xi) and A(C’) < A(C) by 
the same reasoning as in Case (la) of Proposition 4.1. 
Case (2). [(Xi) = 1. 
If Xi = b, change gi into s2 = ba2 and apply 5!“i. Then Xi = b.ba2 = a’. Thus A(C) 
= A(C) and /?(C’) < p(C). 
If Xi = a, change (gi, . . . , gn) into (s2, si, . . . ,s2, sl) and apply Ti 4 times. Then, C’ 
= (. ‘  . ,xi,, ‘. ;s,,s,, . . . , s2,sl)(zy=( . ..) Xi(S2S,)2 . . . . ;s2,s1 ).... ~2,&,:2,$), 
and we have Xi = a (ba2. aba)’ = a. a2 = 1. Hence A (C’) < A(C). 
IfX=a’,change(g, ,..., gn)into(s2,s, ,..., ~2, si) and apply pi twice. Xi becomes 
Xi = XiSzSl = a2(ba2.aba) = 1. Again we have A(C’) < A(C). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.3. 
Let C be any configuration as Fig. 2. Define a subset Y(C) of Y to be ((C)h’lh’ E Elem). 
LetC’=(C)h’=(L;,M; ,..., L;,Mb;g; ,..., g;) be a minimal element in y(C) with 
respect to the order of (A, /I, E.). From Propositions 4.1, 4.2, it follows that L; = A4; = . . . 
= t; = A4; = 1 EPSL(2, Z). 
We must lift this result to SL(2, Z). 
As elements of SL(2, Z), LI, M; belong to 
We use a result of Moishezon, which we have called “normalizing theorem of local 
monodromies”. 
THEOREM (Moishezon [8, p. 1791). Let g;, g;, . . , gh be elements of SL(2, Z) which are 
conjugates of 
1 0 
[ 1 1 1 .Supposethatg’lg;...g’,= [ 1 i F . Then n 3 0 (mod 12) and there 
exists a finite sequence of elementary transformations starting with some elementary 
transformation of(g;, . . . , gh) such that if(h,, . . . , h,) is the resulting n-tuple in SL(2, Z), then 
hlj-l=[: y],h,j=[i -:](l<j<n/2). 
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By this theorem we may assume from the beginning 
Suppose that there exists an element among LI, 
that gij_i = 
1 0 
[ 1 1 1 t d2j 
MI (1 S i 5 g) which is not 
[; ;] but:s[ -; _;] . Let Xi stand for such L: or M: with the smallest i. (If LI = M: 
-1 0 = 
[ 1 0 -1 ’ we set Xi = Li.) Let 2-i stand for 2’i orJtti according as Xi = LI or MI. 
Apply 2-i 6 times to C’ to obtain c” = C’( %i)6* Then Xy = Xig’ig;g;gkg;gk 
=[-A -:I([: :I[; -:I)‘=[: :I* 
Repeating these processes we will obtain 
finally a configuration C t3) in which Li3) = Mi3) = . . . = L’3’ = M’3’ = g B 
[ 1 ; ; holds. So 
far the action of homeomorphisms has been from the right, but this is not an essential 
distinction as we remarked at the beginning of this section. Thus we can find 
homeomorphisms had such that Ct3’ = /I(~)(C). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Corollary 1.3.1 is a consequence of Theorem 1.3 and Moishezon’s theorem stated above. 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
DEFINITION 5.1 ([8, p. 1641). Let c#J~: Mi + Si be Lefschetzjbrations (i = 1,2). We say chat +I 
and & are isomorphic if there exist orientation preserving diffeomorphisms I,$ : MI -+ MZ and 
cp: S1 -, SZ such that rp+l = &$. 
By the deformation theorem of Kas and Moishezon (stated in $l), in order to prove 
Theorem 1.1 it will suffice to prove the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let $i: Mi + Si be a Lefschetz jibration over a closed surface with the non- 
vacuous set of critical values {xy’, xg), . . . , X$‘i,>, i = 1,2. Then rjl and 42 are isomorphic if 
and only if g(S,) = g(S,) and e(M1) = e(M,). 
Proof. A singular fiber of a Lefschetz fibration has Euler number 1. As the general fiber 
has Euler number 0; this means that e(Mi) is equal to the number of the singular fibers, n(i). By 
the assumption e(M,) = e(Mz), we have n(1) = n(2) =: n. Let g := g(S,) = g(S,). 
By Corollary 1.3.1, there is a configuration C(” = (L:“, M’,), . . . , L$), Mb”; g(j), . . ,gt)) 
on Si such that pi(L’,‘)) = pi(M’,)) = . . . =pi(Lt)) = pi(M$)) = 
1 0 II 1 0 1’ Pik7:!-1) 
=[: ~],Pikl$~)=[~ -:]9 1 $ j 5 n/2, i = 1,2, where pi is the monodromy represen- 
tation associated to &. 
Clearly there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism cp: S, -+ S2 such that 
~(xj”) = xj”( 1 5 i 6 n) and cp (0”) = 0”. By deforming it if necessary, we may assume cp is 
a diffeomorphism. Then M2 is considered a Lefschetz fibration over Si with the projection 
~9-l.4~: M2 +S 1. Thus from the beginning we assume that Si = S2 =: S, and 0’) = C(‘). 
It is obvious that 4i : Ml + Sand 42: M2 -+ S have the same set of critical values and the 
identical monodromy representation pi = p2 =:p. Moreover, p: 7ci (S- {xi, . . . , x,), x,,) 
---* SL(2, 2) is an epimorphism, because 
10 
[ 1 1 -1 1 1 (= P(#?))and o [ 1 1 ( = p(gy’)) generate 
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SL(2. 2). Therefore, by Lemma 7a of [S. p. 1691, q51: .Lfi - Sand b2: .LI, -+ S are isomorphic. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Remarks. (1) Let C+I: Al + S be a Lefschetz fibration over a closed surface with the non- 
vacuous set of critial values, &: MO -+ So a Lefschetz fibration obtained from a Lefschetz 
pencil of cubic curves in CP, by blowing up nine base points of this pencil. Let e( Xl ) be the 
Euler number of A4. Then our results in this paper imply that e(iM) > 0, e(M) = 0 (mod 12) 
and that 4: AM + S is isomorphic to the direct sum of e(:M)/ 12 copies of &: A4,, --+ ,S, and the 
trivial torus bundle S x T’ (an extension of Moishezon’s Theorem 9 [S, p. 1751 and 
Mandelbaum-Harper’s theorem [3]). 
(2) From the remark above, it follows that4, nI(&f) --t x1(S) is an isomorphism (a fact 
which has been alluded to in [3]). 
(3) Our results can be extended to torus fibrations with the simplest singular fibers l:, 
[6]. Let 4: M + S be such a torus fibration with non-zero signature a(M). Then the oriented 
diffeomorphism type of ,V is determined by g(S), e(iM)and a(M) (an extension of the result of 
CW 
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